To be eligible to provide training service on the Wag platform, you must first complete our qualification survey.

___________________________________________________________________________________________

Qualifications & Endorsements

Before you become eligible to accept training requests on Wag, you must first complete the below survey to
expand on your certifications and other qualifications.

1.

Do you hold any of the following dog training certificates?
CPDT-KA
CPDT-KSA
ACDBC
CDBC
AABP-CDT
CBATI
IACP
CDT
NADOI
KPA-CTP
Other

2.

Are you a member of any Dog Training clubs, Associations, or groups? If so, which ones?

3.

Through what means did you acquire your training experience and knowledge?

Please list sources of education and experience you can recall, such as mentorships, training associations, volunteer
work, online courses, dog training forums, books, videos, CCU credit courses, ect…

4.

What training method(s) do you use to address common behavioral problems? Check all that apply.
Positive reinforcement
Positive punishment
Negative reinforcement
Negative punishment
Science based training
Clicker training
Model-rival/Mirror training
Dominance training
Compulsion training
Classical conditioning
Operant/instrumental conditioning
Balanced training
Other

5.

How many years of experience do you have?

Please select one

6.

If any, what training do you specialize in?
Puppy Training
Basic Obedience
Intermediate Obedience
Behavior Issues
Separation anxiety
Tricks
Canine Sports
Aggression and Reactivity

7.

What behavior issues do you have experience modifying?

8.

What, if any, experience do you have leading, teaching, working in a team, or providing customer
service? This experience does not have to be animal related.

9.

What do you value or enjoy about dog training?

10.

Training endorsement. Please give 1-3 examples of past training success stories.

Experience Quiz
Which of the four quadrants of operant conditioning is being used when an unpleasant stimulus is
removed during training?
1.

Positive Punishment
Negative Punishment
Positive Reinforcement
Negative Reinforcement

2.

Negative Punishment is likely to:
Decrease the likelihood of a behavior being repeated
Increase the likelihood of a behavior being repeated
Strengthen a behavioral response
Improve the accuracy of a behavior

3.

Which of the following outcomes is an example of Extinction Training?
The pet parent feeds the dog whenever he lies down in the kitchen. The dog learns to lie down when in the
kitchen.
The puppy jumps against the pet parent's legs and the person steps toward the puppy. The puppy learns
not to jump against the pet parent's legs.
The dog barks at the pet parent for attention and they ignore the dog. The dog learns not to bark at the
person.
The dog sits and a treat is given. The dog learns to sit.

4.

What questions would you ask in the following scenario to help you determine how to proceed?
Scenario: Client adopted a two-year old, thirty-five pound, mixed breed dog from a rescue one
month ago. The dog is having frequent accidents in the house and soiling their crate.

5.
During the first four months of a puppy's life, what should a client focus the most energy and
time on with their puppy?

6.

What might be happening in the following scenario? How would you determine what's going on?
Scenario: A client has two six-month old puppies. According to the client, "When one puppy
is taken outside, the other 'attacks' that puppy when they are brought back inside." Both
puppies are known to do this.

7.

What commands or methods might help in the following scenario?
Scenario: A client has a two-year old son and a four-month old puppy. Each time the son
runs, or walks close to the puppy, the puppy bites the boy's clothing and often pulls him to
the ground.

8.

How would you address the following scenario?
Scenario: The client has a five-year old German Shepherd who is kept outside in their
fenced-in yard during the day while they are at work. Neighbors are complaining that the
dog barks. The client works twelve hours shift as a nurse four days a week.

9.

How would you proceed in the following scenario?
Scenario: A client with a five-month old puppy has completed a Basic Obedience class with their
puppy with another training group. They are complaining that the puppy will only obey
commands when a treat is visible.

10.

How would you proceed in the following scenario?
Scenario: A one-year old Labrador is jumping up on people. The client has tried ignoring the dog,
and teaching the dog to sit and rewarding the dog when they do, but the dog still jumps.

11.

What exercises could you suggest in the following scenario?
Scenario: A three-month old puppy is shy around new people.

12.

What would you suggest the client do in the following scenario?
Scenario: A four-month old puppy is peeing whenever the owner touches the puppy during times
of excitement or tension. The puppy is often excited when it's time to be taken potty outside.

13.
What exercises would you suggest in the following situation? What safety precautions should be
taken?
A three-year old Australian Shepherd is growling at anyone who approaches the area while the dog
is eating or chewing a bone. The client has two-year old, five-year old, and thirteen-year old kids.

14.
What exercises or commands could you work on with a dog to help the dog stay closer to the
client while outside?

15.
What management, commands, tools, or methods could you implement for a dog who is
destructive chewing? The client is complaining that the chewing is happening when they are
present and absent.

16.
What method(s) would you suggest for a client whose dog was previously pee pad trained
but they wish to train the dog to go potty exclusively outside now? The dog is a recent rescue and
two-years old.
Crate Training
Tethering
Moving the pee pad outside and phasing it out gradually
Any of the methods above

17.
Give an general overview of how to progress a dog through heel training from Basic
to Intermediate to Advanced Obedience skill levels.

18.
What are some safety measures that should be taken when working with a human
aggressive dog as a trainer?

19.
What are some questions you should ask a client beforehand to determine the severity of
their dog's dog-aggression?

20.
How can a client socialize their puppy while minimizing the dangers of contracting disease
before all of their puppy shots have been completed?
Bring puppy to friend and family members' homes whose dogs are vaccinated.
Carry puppy when out in public to minimize contact with the ground.
Join a puppy class that requires up to date vaccinations, cleans the floor prior to class, and keeps
non-class participants out of the area.
Keep puppy current on their own vaccines.

21.
What can a client do to prevent fear or aggression from developing when a new puppy is brought
into a home with a current adult dog?
Stroke and talk sweetly to the older dog whenever they growl or display jealousy.
Establish boundaries and rules for both dogs and enforce those rules yourself.
Reward the older dog for tolerance, calmness, and friendliness toward the new puppy.
Leave the dogs alone, letting them work out problems for themselves.
Supervise the dogs together and confine puppy away from the older dog when you cannot
supervise.

22.

How do you introduce a leash to a dog that has never worn one before ?
Clip the leash to the dog's collar and immediately take the dog for a walk outside.
Clip the leash to the dog's collar and allow the dog to drag the leash around the home during the
day while supervising.
Clip the leash on the dog, hold the end of the leash, and follow the dog around, rewarding the dog
whenever they choose to follow you.
Clip the leash on the dog, follow the dog around and periodically stop. Reward the dog whenever
they look at you or come toward you when you stop.

23.

Give an overview of how to crate train a puppy.

24.

How do you avoid overfeeding puppies while using treats for socialization and training?
Don't use treats while training puppies.
Use small, healthier treats.
Use puppy's meal kibble as treats and adjust feeding amounts accordingly.
Don't worry about amounts, puppies are supposed to be chubby.

25.
What training protocol would you recommend for a client whose one-year old dog is waking
four hours after going to bed and barking at the owner for attention? The dog is currently not being
crated at night and has been examined by a veterinarian and found to be healthy.

26.

What are some good ways to increase a dog's overall respect and focus toward the human client?
Practice structured obedience commands, like Heel, Leave It, Stay, and Down.
Have the dog work for life rewards by performing a command first.
Be consistent and follow through when you give a command or set a boundary.
Give the dog a treat whenever they ask for attention.
Yell to get the dog's attention.
Alphas roll the dog whenever they disobey.

27.

What tools can help when working with a dog toward off-leash obedience?
A long training leash.
A remote training collar.
Treats.
A whistle

28.
What supplies would you recommend a new puppy owner purchase before bringing their puppy
home?

29.
What tools or methods of training would you recommend for a friendly but strong one-year old
Great Dane who pulls hard on the leash when excited?

30.
What would you work on with a client whose dog is whining constantly and attempting to chase
their new cat whenever the cat is in same part of the house?

31.

Which methods are effective ways to teach a dog to sit?
Luring them into the seated position with a treat while commanding "Sit," then rewarding with
the treat when their bottom touches the ground.
Waiting until the dog sits on their own, telling them to Sit as they do so, then praising and
rewarding them with a treat immediately after.
Applying gentle pressure to the base of the dog's tail while lifting up on their chin until they
choose to sit, then praising and rewarding while removing your hands as soon as they sit.
Pushing their bottom to the ground while commanding sit, and holding it there for five seconds to
teach them to stay seated after sitting.

32.

Which of the following best describes clicker training?
A method of training that initially pairs a sound with a reward, so that the sound alone can later be used
to mark a behavior with precise timing to enhance learning speed and accuracy.
A method using positive punishment, that utilizes a small noise device to train the dog to avoid a certain
behavior in the future.
A method of training that teaches a dog to perform a certain behavior when they hear the clicker noise,
and often utilizes treat rewards as part of the training process.
The only effective way to teach tricks, and involves food as a lure during training.

33.

When is Clicker Training least effective?
Stopping unwanted behavior.
Teaching new behaviors or habits.
Encouraging a behavior the dog already does.
When treats are used with the clicker

34.

What are some games, commands, or activities that could build a timid dog's confidence?
Agility.
Trick Training.
Rewarding the dog with a treat anytime they display fearful behavior such as barking or hiding.
Structured obedience commands such as Heel
Rewarding the dog with a treat whenever they are calm, tolerant, or curious about something.

35.

How do you teach a puppy to tolerate touch and handling?
Pin a puppy down on the ground regularly.
Give the puppy space and don't touch them too much.
Use puppy's meal kibble to frequently pair gentle touch and handling with treat rewards.
Have friends and family feed puppy a treat while they pet and handle them gently.
Give a puppy what they want when they mouth you.

36.
In addition to Basic Obedience commands, what commands, skills, or experiences
would be most important to prepare a puppy for future Search and Rescue training and work?
Teaching puppy herding skills.
Getting puppy accustomed to a variety of environments and terrain.
Practicing scent games like "Find It."
Introducing pup to duck and pheasant hunting.
Socializing puppy with lots of people and dogs.

37.
Excluding Service Dog task training, what skills, commands, or experiences could be
practiced during the first year of a puppy's life to prepare that puppy for future Service Dog work?
Teaching pup commands like Quiet, Down, Stay, and Heel.
Socializing puppy with people, other animals, noises, and new environments early.
Teaching puppy to focus on their handler around lots of different types of distractions.
Teaching puppy to automatically greet new people who enter the room.
Encouraging strong natural instincts through sports like herding, duck hunting, and barn hunting.

38.

What game(s) can help with recall?
Keep Away
Round Robin
Chasing the dog
Hide and Seek

39.
Which of these is the wrong way to give feed back to a pet parent as you teach them hands
on skills?
Give short and specific instructions.
Praise them and call out what they are doing right during or after the action.
Disrupt the pet parent's demonstration to work with the dog on the desired behavior.
Practice together again to review what the pet parent might be missing.

40.

Walk through how you would approach your first training session with a new client.

41.

Describe at least three ways you can teach/instruct a new concept to pet parents.

42.

How can you help a pet parent who isn't able to execute a method effectively?
Demonstrate the method and explain what you are doing as you demonstrate.
Choose a different method that would be easier for the client to execute.
Insist that they keep trying despite frustrations.
Break down the method into smaller steps for the client.
Assume that the method is just too hard and move onto a different training need.

43.
How would you respond to a client who isn't practicing the training homework between
lessons and thus isn't progressing well with their dog?

44.

How would you respond if a pet parent isn't comfortable using a method you suggest?
Ask clarifying questions to determine why the client is uncomfortable.
Offer other training options, listing some pros and cons of each option.
Insist your method is the only option and you only train using this method.
Explain the reasons behind choosing that method, allow the client to test out any tools
involved, and decide if they are willing now that they are informed.

45.
How would you respond if a pet parent wants to involve her children in the training. The
children are three-years old, six-years old, and eleven-years old.

46.
How would you handle training sessions where the client routinely stands around talking
about their personal life instead of discussing the training or practicing exercises with their dog?

47.
How would you respond to a pet parent who is feeling overwhelmed or discouraged with
their dog or the training?

48.
What would you do if you were running more than five minutes late to an appointment with
a client?
Not worry about it. Most Service Industry professionals show up late so people expect it.
Contact the client, informing them that you are running late.
Adjust the training session time to be sure the client still receives the full session length.
Charge the client less to compensate for lost training time.

49.
What would you do if at the end of the day you discovered that a client significantly overpaid you,
and you were not told if it was intentional or not?
Contact the client, informing them that they overpaid you and offer to refund the money.
Keep the money. It was likely meant as a tip.
Deduct it from the next training session's amount without informing them about it.
Keep the money. They likely did not know your rate and would be embarrassed if you brought it up.

50.
Can you recall a time when you had to problem solve in real-time? What happened? The example
can involve dog training or something unrelated.

